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APRIL 16, 2014 ♦ SINCE 1887

“SPERA IN D EO”

HOPE COLLEGE ♦ HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Standing for a cause

Celebrating a w e e k of
disabilities a wa r en es s

Taking on the struggle for freedom with smiles a n d sore feet
Claire J o h n s o n

Campus N ews Co-Editor

P hotos by Jake B uikema

SMILES THAT C O M B A T SLAVERY- Above, participants

Have you ever stood up
for something? H o w about
physically stood up for it for 24
continuous hours?
At 11 a.m. on the morning
of April 11, a team of Hope
College’s own freedom fighters
stood up. They would not kick
up their feet again until 11 a.m.
Saturday morning.
The efforts of the participants
raised awarness about local
organizations in Holland that
help combat human trafficking
across the globe and provide
products that are ethically or
fairly traded. The event was put
on with the assistance of the
International Justice Mission.
During the event, the public
was encouraged to learn about
the worldwide issue of human
trafficking that today involves an
estimated 29.8 million victims.

of the Stand for F r e e d o m m o v e m e n t enjoy a w a r m spring day.
B e l o w that picture are a few of the informational displays.

SEE

STAND,

PAGE
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WITH A LITTLE HELP F R O M M Y FRIENDS- A s part
of a week-long series of events, In DeWItt on Tuesday,
April'8, students had the opportunity to participate in a
variety of disability simulations. Pictured here Is Hailey
Fairchild (’16) a n d Seal, a trained guldedog. This particu
lar pooch w a s raised and trained for disability assistance
by H o p e junior Rachel Wright (’15), w h o has n o w raised
and trained seven guidedogs. Other activities like hear
ing a n d reading impairment simulations wer e also avail
able to replicate the realities of living with disabilities.
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Sailing beyond the sunset

Tunes for all: W y st o c k hits H o p e

Senior writing students share pieces of their collegiate work
writers: Each one had a different
style through which to convey
the musings of their hearts and
minds.
The variety of the afternoon
was excellent. There were poems
that served as the author’sway of
dealing with tragedy. There were
P hoto by Jake B uikema
short wisps of poetry that asked
questions of clouds. There were
Micah Matthews (’14) shares
a “Short short story.”
novel excerpts that described
portions of a zombie apocalypse
set on Mackinac Island. There manifested itself in the beau
was a romanticized version of tifully unique pieces to which
a high school relationship set to these grinning seniors could
the cadence of poetry, an offbeat claim authorship.
For an unexplainably quick
tribute to a loving father and a
piece titled, "Why Ihate compli hour-and-a-half on a sunny
Tuesday afternoon, Hope cel
ments."
It made you smile. It made ebrated its creative writers. Fac
you think. To imagine the jour ulty and staff cheered alongside
neys that these writers and stu relatives and close friends.
N o w the senior writing stu
dents of language had taken
before they could confidently dents push off the shores of
stand behind that podium was Hope with a challenge posed
inspiring. All of the crumpled- by their fellow writer Amanda
paper wastebasket tosses, the Palomino (T4):
“Do I want to make poetry
late nights beneath desk lights,
the long hours nestled in the with my life, or do I want to
shade of leafy trees— allof ithad make my life poetry?”

Jake B u i k e m a

Campus N ews Co-Editor

P hotos by C aroline S terr

LESS MUD, M O R E LOVE— Musicians and performers gath
er b e t w e e n Scott a n d Wyckoff halls for s o m e groovy tunes.

W

Itwas one of those occasions
where you sit down at a literary
event with a mixture of curiosity
and perhaps a little side motiva
tion of scoring points with your
English professors. By the time
the applause dies down and you
grab your things to leave, you re
alize that you may have just had
an encounter with an eventually
famed novelist or poet. One of
those, "Yeah, I knew him/her
before they were a big deal”kind
of things.
Fourteen senior writing stu
dents came together last week
Tuesday, April 8 in Fried-Hemenway Auditorium for a delighful bit of collaborative sharing.
Each writer selected a handful of
his or her favorite pieces and as
sumed the stage, inviting the au
dience to experience bits of the
work that he or she had sculpted
over their years at Hope College.
Poets, narrative writers,
memoir writers, short story

ARTS

FEATURES

SPORTS

Literary Lovefest

W h a t ’s the deal with the bunny?

2 0 1 4 HOPEYs

A review of the biannual Festi
val of Faith and Writing

Since whe n did the religious holiday of Easter be
c o m e associated with candy-filled eggs and a rabbit?

Senior student-athletes and top performers were
celebrated at the ceremony on Monday, April 14.
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Wednesday
April 16
Should Scotland Be an Inde
pendent Country?
M M C Rotunda, 1 2 p.m.

Last Lecture Series: “Being
Thirsty, Staying Thirsty”
Winants Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Karla’s Place Craft Event
Karla’s Place, 10:30-11:30 a.m.
Sign up at greenteam@hope.edu

Earth J a m
Pine Grove, 7 p.m.

Wed-Sat
April 16-19
Hope College Theatre Pres
ents: “As You Like It”
DeWitt Main Theatre, 8 p.m.

Thursday
April 17
Q & A with A m y Bloom
Fried-Hemenway Auditorium, 3:30
p.m.

V W S Presents: A m y Bloom
The Knickerbocker Theatre, 7 p.m.

S A C Coffeehouse
The Kletz, 9 p.m.

Friday
Good Friday

April 1 8

Classes Not in Session, All Day

Tuesday
April 22
Combined Choirs and Wind
Ensemble Concert
Dimnent Chapel, 7:30 p.m.

In B

rief

Fighting from
their feet
♦ STAND, from pag e 1
Various organizations and
speakers dropped in during
the 24-hour event to offer
their support and reaffirm the
participants as well as to shed
more light on the issues of
human trafficking and fairtrade.
Speakers from The Hope
Project, The Bridge, Threads
of Hope,
The
Michigan
Abolitionist Project and W o m e n
At Risk International all offered
their insights on the worldwide
fight for justice.
Of course there were plenty
of games as .well. Participants
enjoyed several rounds of Paint
Twister and various game shows
to keep their spirits high and
their feet on the ground.
Efforts of all of those who
attended, volunteered, spoke
and donated have thus far
raised $1,118, but the fight for
worldwide justice doesn’t' end
after one 24-hour (though funfilled and successful) event. To
donate or get more information,
check out the “Stand for
Freedom” Facebook pagg.

“I love spring.
*large i n h a l e * ”

ers as students’ original research projects wer e highlighted in D e V o s Fieldhouse on Friday,
April 11. This year, 2 4 8 projects w e r e exhibited at the event, with over 3 0 0 H o p e students
presenting their research projects. These projects, which are researched effectively by col
laborating with professors a n d which often take months, if not years, to fully examine, are
a unique and valuable aspect of the H o p e experience for m a n y students.

-TrygveJohnson, Dean of
the Chapel

Signs of thawed life

W H E N IT COMES TO

HOPE FACULTY RETIRING
This spring, four Hope
College faculty will be retiring
after a combined 133 years of
service atHope. Dr. Ion Agheana,
professor of Romance languages;
Dr. Donald Luidens, professor
of sociology; Richard Piippo,
associate professor of music;
and John Tammi, professor of
theatre, will all be remaining
in the local Holland area after
retirement. Agheana came to
Hope in 1979 after teaching at
Dartmouth College. Agheana is
a native Romanian who came to
the United States in the 1960s
and completed his master’s and
doctorate education programs
at Harvard University. At Hope,
Agheana has taught primarily
Spanish, but he has also taught
French, Italian, Portuguese and
Romanian. Luidens joined the
Hope faculty in 1977, only eight
years after graduating from Hope
as a history major in 1969 as a
third-generation Hope student.
Piippo has been teaching atHope
since 1999, and he has served
as a conductor of orchestras
as well as professor of cello
and chamber music. Tammi,
originally from Finland, joined
the Hope faculty in 1968. He
is the founding artistic director
of the Hope Summer Repertory
Theatre program that began in
1972. During his time at Hope,
Tammi has taught courses such
as theatre history, directing and
playwriting and has also directed
more than 100 productions on
campus. These faculty will surely
be missed in the upcoming year.

CELEBRATION OF U N D E R G R A D U A T E R ESEARCH A N D CREATIVE P E R F O R 
M A N C E — A s s h o w n above, this annual H o p e College event attracted hundreds of onlook

W E RE IN A CLASS

BY OURSELVES
Buffalo Wild Wings" specializes in hosting
fundraising events for your school,
their teams a n d clubs, as well as
non-profit organizations. W e also support
the community by sponsoring local
sports teams throughout the year,

★
O n your scheduled event day,
enjoy a great meal at
Buffalo Wild Wings*
and 20% is donated
back to your group.
a

W

CALL US TO B O O K Y OUR
FUNDRAISER TODAY!

BUFFALO

U

WINGS. BEER.SPORTS.

BUFFALOWILDWINGS.COM

r

2899 WEST SHORE DR.

HOLLAND

Li

616.399,9461
ifacebook.com/bwwhollcind
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M o b attack on Detroit’s east side sparks national discussion
Alex BeBica

What
happened
next,
however, made the event into
a national story that continues
On April 2, a sunny afternoon to spark discussions about both
in Detroit turned deadly. race and the need for hate crime
Steven Utash, a 54-year-old laws. While Utash was checking
tree trimmer and resident of on the boy’s condition, a group
the nearby suburb of Roseville, of young black men who had
struck a 10-year-old African been playing basketball in a
American who wandered in nearby side street approached
front of his truck on Morang Mr. Utash shouting. Security
Drive on Detroit’s east side. Mr. cameras of a nearby Clark gas
Utash did what any responsible station captured the scene as
motorist would do— he stopped the mob of men began to attack
his vehicle and ran out to Utash, shouting what some
check on the boy’s condition. reports state were racial slurs. It
Thankfully, the boy’s injuries was only after Deborah Hughes,
were non-life-threatening.
an African American retired
W orld Co-Editor

P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

FAMILY TRAGEDY— In a photo provided by the Utash f a m 
ily, Steve Utash, left, poses with his daughter Felicia. Steve
w a s the motorist beaten by a m o b on Detroit's east side.

nursing home worker, ran into
the crowd after seeing the attack
from her apartment window
that the mob began to disperse.
Hughes’quick actions may have
saved Utash’s life and have led
her to being hailed as a hero in
the city.
The attack left Utash clinging
for life in a medically induced
coma from which he has only
recently begun to awaken.
Although he has shown signs of
improvement, itisunknown ifhe
will ever fully recover. Because
he did not have health insurance,
Utash’s family has set up a fund
to help pay the large cost of his
care. The online funding drive
has already managed to raise
over $175,500 by press time.
Instead of the incident
increasing racial tension, the
community response to the
attack has been encouraging.
Tips helped police arrest five
young men who are accused
of leading the attack and are
facing charges of both assault
and committing a hate crime.
Additionally, a prayer service
held at Detroit’s Little Rock
Baptist Church last week was
attended by both Mr. Utash’s
family and many members of
the nearby predominately black
community. At the service,
Hughes was honored by Mr.
Utash’s family and city officials
for her quick actions.

J

m
P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

A LOCAL HERO— Deborah H u g h e s ’ quick thinking is cred
ited with saving the life of Steve Utash.
“When you think about great, you’re cheated ofthe same
Deborah Hughes who looked right to life. W h y should your
out and saw a man in need, she justice be less?” Finely wrote.
didn’t say, ‘That’s a white man,
Judges
already
have
that’s a black man,”’said Detroit discretion in doling out
Mayor Mike Duggan. “Instead, punishments for things such as
she said, ‘That is wrong.’ That’s attempted murder. Finley argues
the kind of Detroit Iknow."
that the existence of federal
The
incident has also hate crime laws also infringe on
sparked debate about whether one’s constitutional protection
hate crime laws are needed. against double jeopardy.
Some, such as The Detroit
“A defendant cleared in a state
News columnist Nolan Finely, court can be charged with a hate
says the event shows why such crime and prosecuted again by
laws are not needed. Finely the federal government for the
argues that it is unfair that the exact same incident (under hate
criminals in this specific case crime provisions),” Mr. Finley
will likely be punished more for said.
the crime than other criminals
Despite the tragic nature of
who inflicted a similar amount events, the debate sparked both
of harm on fellow African within the Detroit community
Americans.
and nationally is most certainly
“Your family’s loss is just as one worth having.

Tesla Motors considering huge $ 5 billion battery factory
manufacture these models are
only running at 10 to 20 percent
capacity.
In what has left many in the
“M y first reaction was that
automotive world scratching Elon Musk is Superman— he
their heads, Tesla Motors, the can do anything,” said Henry
futuristic motor company in Sun, chief financial officer of
Northern California, and its the Chinese battery maker
promises to start an electric Highpower International Inc.
revolution is now looking for a “But my second reaction was,
site in the Southwest to place its I’m kind ofworried about it.”
mega battery factory.
However,
several
states
This
plant,
dubbed including Arizona, Texas and
“gigafactory” by C E O Elon N e w Mexico are trying to lure
Musk, would become the the new plant with hopes of
world’s largest with a $5 billion creating more jobs in their
price tag and upwards of 6,500 respective states in an industry
workers. Musk has compared with great potential.
this venture to that of Henry
“The cachet of being able to
Ford’s 20th-century Rouge say we put that manufacturing
complex. Like Ford turned tons facility in [our] state is hard to
of raw materials on one end into passup,"saidTexasgovernor Rick
newly minted Ford Model T ’s on Perry with the announcement of
the other, Musk wants to begin the new plant.
In Arizona, legislators are
production of batteries by 2017
in order to fuel the vast demand pushing bills to allow Tesla
that will be created once electric to sell cars without franchised
dealerships. Nevada, rich in
vehicle sales begin to take off.
These ambitious plans have natural resources like lithium
created excitement in the and the closest to Tesla's car
industry as well as skepticism factory, has had officials visit
about the reality of such a large locations in Reno. Overall,
Tesla aims to reduce the cost of
project.
“I don’t quite get it,” its battery pack by 30 percent
Volkswagen A G Chief Executive when the plant opens in 2017.
Martin Winterkorn said last Analysts say the 85 kilowattmonth. “W e have enough hour pack on the Tesla Model
suppliers and wouldn’t get S, a car, would probably cost
the notion to build a battery between $21,250 and $25,500
factory.”
on top of the $80,000 price tag.
The market for these electric Reducing these battery costs is
vehicles is small at only 1 critical in order to mass-market
percent of the total market, the car and reduce the price
and the plants that currently to $35,000. With plans to sell
Andrew Gomez-Seoane

W orld Co-Editor
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BUILDING THE FUTURE— A s s e m b l y workers put together a Tesla M o d e l S at the Tesla fac
tory In Fremont, Calif. T h e c o m p a n y Is considering building a n e w $ 5 billion factory to Increase
battery production a n d drive d o w n unit costs.
500,000 vehicles, demand would
be greater than that of every
other electronic device sold in
the world.
C E O Kazuhiro Tsuga, who is
the head of Panasonic, is Tesla’s
main partner in the production
of batteries.
“There’s no doubt that [the
new plant] will entail a far bigger
risk than the current investment
we’re making. I cannot disclose
our investment stance at this
point,” Tsuga said.
Harald Kroeger, who runs
Daimler AG's electric-vehicle
programs and sits on Tesla’s
board, said the factory “has

some advantages of course, but believes Musk's plan is doable.
it has some huge disadvantages “There are solutions if you
are willing to pay the cost,” he
as well.”
Meanwhile, Wall Street is said.
Erin Chutters believes that
bettirig on Tesla. The Palo Alto
company raised nearly $2 billion even ifconstruction can begin, it
through a convertible-bond would take a massive amount of
offering last month and with a resources and could jeopardize
market valuation of over $31 world prices in zinc and lead.
billion, ithas considerably more The next logical question would
be this: Is there truly a global
leverage than most.
“There are very few factories demand for this product?
“The only question I have
of 10 million square feet built all
at once,” says Randy Abdallah, is whether they will actually
executive vice president of be able to sell that many cars,”
Walbridge Aldinger, one of Chutters said. “Are there really
the world’s leading factory- enough people out there that
construction firms. But he will switch over?"

Election results in Afghanistan begin to tighten
U.S. that would allow thousands
of foreign troops to stay in the
country in order to provide
Itwould appear that two clear training and act in an advisory
front-runners have emerged in role after 2014.
Abdullah has said that he
Afghanistan’spresidential race as
results show the race beginning would sign the agreement as
to tighten. Both candidates have soon as he takes office.
“You’ll not find me one of
agreed to sign a security pact
with the United States that was those candidates that during the
rejected by President Hamid election Isay one thing and after
Karzai and restart relations with another,” Abdullah said Sunday.
“M y position in regards to the
the West.
With 10 percent of the ballots (pact) is that itshould be signed
counted, Abdullah Abdullah as soon as possible and is long
(Karzai’s main rival in his fraud- overdue already.”
His opponent Ahmadzai
marred re-election in 2009) had
41.9 percent of the vote. Ashraf has said he will also follow suit
Ghani Ahmadzai, the former with signing the agreement.
finance minister and World Ahmadzai ran for president
Bank official, came after with in 2009, but he only received 3
37.6 percent. Zalmai Rassoul, percent ofthe vote. Today, many
widely considered as Karzai’s Afghans see him as an alternative
pick, was third with 9.8 percent. to past corrupt officials. O n top
Many officials cautioned against of broad support, Ahmadzai
the vote as preliminary results made a strategic move with the
would not be known until April appointment of General Rashid
24. The final results would not Dostum as his running mate,
be declared until mid-May once a powerful warlord who can
the complaints of fraud are fully garner support of most of the
country’s Uzbeks.
investigated.
Taliban leaders launched a
The man who will be the next
president will have his hands series of attacks leading up to
full with the task of fighting the April 5 ballot, but they failed
insurgents and overseeing the in deterring the enthusiasm of
withdrawl of the last combat millions of Afghans who were
troops by the end of this year. eager to vote. They swiftly
The two leading candidates rejected the results of the
support womens rights and election.
“These elections and their
have promised to sign bilateral
security agreements with the results are not legitimate,"

Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W orld Co-Editor
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COUNTING ON E AT A TIME— Afghan election workers count ballots at an Independent
Election C o m m i s s i o n office in Kabul, Afghanistan, on Sunday, April 13.
Taliban spokesman Qari Yousef
Ahmadi said. The country is
occupied and there is fighting
in the big cities. The winner and
the loser are both criminals.”
These results were released
from 26 of the 34 provinces
on Sunday, representing just
over 500,000 ballots cast. In
the latest numbers, Abdullah
came in with 212,312 votes,
followed by Ahmadzai with
190,561 votes and Rassoul with

49,821 votes. Numbers for
the other candidates were not
announced.
“The results match what I
think the mood has been over
the last few days,” said Martine
van Bijlert, co-director of the
independent research group
Afghanistan Analysts Network.
“W e ’ve got two front-runners
and the two of them are
clearly ahead of all the other
candidates.”

Overall,
nearly
1,900
complaints have been filed, with
870 being serious enough to
potentially influence the results
of the election. Widespread
allegations of fraud marred the
2009 elections with a third ofthe
votes for Karzai being thrown
out. This eventually forced a
runoff during the elections in
order to determine the winner
by a clear majority vote for the
presidency.

P erspectives

Anniversary of a tragedy in R w a n d a
The world has learned
lessons from the
genocide, but s o m e
of the s a m e problems
that allowed the
issue to occur in the
first place remain
Nicholas Krolikowski

G uest W riter

It has been 20 years since
the genocide that occurred in
Rwanda. The catastrophe was
one of a few recent examples
in which society failed to
act in the face of horror.
Approximately 800,000 people
of predominately Tutsi minority
were killed in a span of three
months. This genocide shrankthe Tutsi population in Rwanda
by 75 percent and the country by
more than 10 percent ofthe total
population.
It is a dark reminder that
the world has yet to take
responsibility of withholding
human rights and protecting
civilian populations who are
being exploited. Yet on this
anniversary, one can look
toward the progress which the
United Nations has begun to
make in halting the factors and
those who are leading people
down the path to genocide.
Citizens of Rwanda still

remember those nations that
had failed to act in this situation,
and although many of these
countries have apologized for
allowing the atrocities to occur
and turning a blind eye, hoping
that only 2,000 U N peacekeepers
would be able to maintain
the situation anonymity still
remains.
While some were able to be
saved, the damage had been
done. Yet from this lesson in
history, the U N has taken a more
direct role in engaging threats to
civilian life and stopping those
whose actions could lead to

genocide. This can be seen in the
actions taken in Libya, as well as
the current movements to halt
the killing in the Central African
Republic. The U N has chosen
to deploy an additional 12,000
peacekeepers to stabilize the
country and halt the Christian
majority from massacring the
Muslim minority. When such an
atrocity occurs., itis essential for
the world to be more active in
protecting human life.Questions
still remain, such as which
countries should intervene
and when. Also who should be
charged for war crimes is still

often a thorny issue.
This is a growing issue as
only Africa is targeted for
intervention in the prevention
of genocide. There is also the
fact that the only countries that
are being held accountable are
those in Africa. The only two
major arrests for war crimes or
for those involving mass killing
are both African leaders.
There are several examples of
potential charges that could be
made toward Western and Asian
countries as a result of their
actions toward their people. A
similar argument could be made

for Syria, where the civil war has
been raging for two years now.
Then there is the situation in
Ukraine, where itisbeginning to
turn more violent by the day.
It is an unfortunate reality
that some
situations are
considered not in the interest
of the international community
even when civilian lives are lost
in great numbers from lack of
care. Yet itisthrough the tragedy
of the genocide in Rwanda that
the world community stepped
forward to challenge the murder
and horror which is occurring
during these times.
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Festival of Faith a n d Writing brings tons of literary fun
Great writers, discussions, concerts, readings a n d film teasers all m a d e w e l c o m e a p p e a r a n c e s
Mallory Lectka

G uest W riter

Every other year, writers,
students, teachers and publish
ers gather at Calvin College for
the Festival of Faith and Writ
ing. This three-day conference,
which took place on April 10,11
and 12 of this year, is a chance
for lovers of stories to get to
gether to discuss and celebrate
the integration of writing and
faith. This year, several Hope
College students and faculty had
the opportunity to attend.
“The Festival began in 1990,
and since that time we have
welcomed to Calvin thousands
of attendees and hundreds
of speakers,” reads the Festi
val website. This year, notable
speakers included Anne Lamott,
Pam Munoz Ryan and Hope’s
own Susanna Childress, as well
as many others.
Gene Luen Yang opened the
festival on Thursday with his
plenary (meaning no one else
was speaking) session entitled,
“Is Art Selfish?” Several plenary
sessions took place, including
Anne Lamott’s well-attended
session on Friday evening, “On
Meaning, Hope, and Repair.”
Rachel Held Evans closed the
festival on Saturday night and
was followed by a concert from

The National.
The rest of the sessions ran
concurrently throughout the
three days and consisted of lec
tures, panel discussions, inter
views and readings. Attendees
were allowed to choose which
sessions to attend, based on
their interests. One hour may
include, for example, a presenta
tion on crafting a novel in verse,
a panel discussion on the pros
and cons of an M F A degree, a
reading and a linguistics presen
tation. One session even includ
ed never-before-seen clips from
the upcoming film adaptation of
“The Giver.”And ofcourse, there
were plenty of coffee breaks be
tween sessions.
Festival participants also had
the opportunity to speak with
representatives from various
publishers and purchase books
written by festival speakers.
Despite its location in “the
enemy” territory, Hope writers
gained many valuable insights
on the ways faith and writing
intersect. They were able to ex
perience a community ofwriters
of all ages and learn from each
other, as well as from the official
speakers.
"Writing can often be an iso
lating experience,” said Hope
student Stephanie Emanuele
(Y5). “The Festival of Faith and

P hoto C ourtesy of R achel H eld Evans

GREAT TIMES FOR ALL W H O ATTENDED— Talented writers like G e n e Luen Yang, A n n e
Lamott and Rachel Held Evans (above) all held discussions at this year’s Festival of Faith and
Writing at Calvin College.
Writing allowed me to see how
connected we all are through
art.”
Allyson Hoffman (’15) re
flects: “I am so thankful for the
opportunity to participate in
these conversations. The most
moving part of the conference
for me was a presentation from
Mitali Perkins, who explained

the beauty and importance of
For those who missed out
storytelling, particularly in re on the fun, the next festival will
gards to representing otherness. take place in 2016. With such a
She reminded us of the power large turnout of Hope students
writers have, and wielding that this year, it’s hard to imagine a
power requires a responsibility smaller turnout at the next festi
and duty to representing others val. Those interested can follow
equally and not letting our sto the festival on Twitter @FFWgr.
ries be the end-all-be-all when Other info can be found on the
representing others."
web at www.festival.calvin.edu.

A T V series b a s e d on M a r v e l ’s ‘D e a d Nation’finally
A g e n t Carter m a y b e o n the w a y shambles onto P S Vita
The studio that handled the
PlayStation 4 port of the game,
Climax Studios, also worked on
When the twin-stick zombie the PSVita version. The game
shooter “Dead Nation" made its features both ad-hoc and online
way to the newly released Play multiplayer, and it also features
Station 4 in the form of “Dead leaderboards to share scores
Nation: Apocalypse Edition,” with your friends on the go.
It was also announced that
fans were curious as to when the
PSVita port of the game that was anyone who previously pur
announced this past summer chased the PlayStation 3 version
of the game and/or the “Road to
would be released.
As it turns out, those fans Devastation” DLC will be able to
won’thave to wait long. On April download it at no extra charge
14, Sony Computer Entertain thanks to Sony’s popular Crossment tweeted from the official Buy program.
For those who have never
PlayStation Twitter account that
the game would be released on heard of “Dead Nation,” it was
April 15 for $7.99. For those who originally released for the Play
want the “Road to Devastation” Station 3 in 2010. Itwas originiD L C as well, there will be a spe ly developed by Housemarque,
creators of “Resogun.”
cial pack available for $9.99.
Jimmy Champane

A rts Co-Editor

P hoto C ourtesy of M arvel C omics

AGENT CARTER M A K E S A TRIUMPHANT R E T U R N - Fans of the Marvel Universe re
sponded extremely well to the One-Shot that featured A g e n t Carter.
Jimmy C hampane

A rts Co-Editor

With “Captain America: The
Winter Soldier" performing
extremely well in the U.S. and
overseas, a full series based on
the firstfilm's Agent Peggy Cart
er being officiallygreenlit would
make a lot of sense.
News broke in March that
the writers of “Captain Ameri
ca: The Winter Soldier,” Chris
topher Markus and Stephen
McFeely, had penned a pilot for
the show together and that they

hoped for it to be greenlit after
the success of “Marvel’s Agents
ofS.H.I.E.L.D."
The writers explained that
the series would take place in
1946, in the middle of the timeframe that the One-Shot featur
ing Agent Carter takes place in.
"We wanna stay in that world
longer where people are dis
respecting her," McFeely said.
“And she’s proving herself and
going on missions and things
like that.”
Marvel recently extended its
contract with Hayley Atwell,

the original actress who played
Agent Carter, so it’s safe to as
sume that she would return to
the role if the show gets made.
Since the show takes place be
fore S.H.LE.L.D. is formed, it is
expected that Dominic Cooper
would play Howard Stark, Tony
Stark’s equally eccentric father,
in a recurring role.
Deadline has reported that
an announcement pertain
ing to the new series, “may
come along with a renewal for
Marvel's freshman Agents of
S.H.LE.L.D"’

#LetAnchorKnow
Like us on
Facebook
The Anchor

Follow us on
Twitter
@HopeAnchorNews

What would you like to see
more of from The Anchor on
social media? As we increase
our online presence, we want
to know what Hope students
would read. Use the hashtag
#LetAnchorKnow on any so
cial networking site to share
your ideas and suggestions.
Don’tforget to likeus on Facebook and follow us on Twitter!
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Dear Readers.
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Here at Hope College, we are used to associating Easter
with the cross. For Christians, itrepresents the redemption
of mankind through Jesus’crucifixion on Good Friday and
resurrection on Easter Sunday. As the celebration of this
sacrifice approaches, however, stores like Meijer and Target
are stocking their shelves with fuzzy bunnies and candy and
big plastic eggs. So who is the Easter Bunny, and why do
we hunt for Easter eggs? Today, we’re going to take a deep
er look at the traditions many of us will be observing this
weekend.
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Enjoy!

The I

Lindsay T i m m e r m a n
Features Editor
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Fun Fact: The largest Easter egg ever made was over 25 feet high
and weighed over 8,000 pounds. Itwas built out of chocolate and
marshmallows and was supported by an internal steel frame.
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To read more about these and other
Easter traditions, visitthe History
Channel’swebsite atwww.history.
com/topics/holidays/easter-symbols
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Easter Ess$
According to some historians, eggs were once a forbidden food during
the Lenten season. People started painting eggs and eating them on Eas
ter Sunday in celebration of the end of this period of penance and fasting.
Others believe our fascination with eggs around this time of year has its
roots in pagan celebrations of springtime birth and vitality.
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Jelly Beans
i

While the jelly bean didnt become associated with Easter until the 1930s, its origins
are found in a Biblical-era treat called Turkish Delight. According to the National
Confectioners Association, over 16 billion jelly beans are made in the U.S. each year
for Easter, enough to filla giant egg measuring 89 feet high and 60 feet wide.
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Vhife House Easter Egg Roll
went, in which children push decorated, hard-boiled eggs across the White House
started in 1878 when Rutherford B. Hayes was the president. The event has no relisignificance, but some people think the egg rolling is symbolic of the stone blocking
tomb being rolled away, leading to his resurrection.
;
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a immigrants brought the tradition of an Ostertegg-laying hare, with them to Pennsylvania in the
ifheir children made nests in which the creature
iyitsbrightly colored eggs on Easter morning.
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with Easter eggs, there are those who maintain
itas a symbol of fertility, the rabbit has been cel■ated in the springtime since the seasonal festivals
the 13th century.
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neyears, decorated baskets began to replace the
sts, and the Osterhase’s deliveries started including
I®;
It’s of chocolate and candy.
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All the ruckus
The place that w e l c o m e d m e
just so,-'and the line for taking
I.D. photos in Martha Miller,
photos that would stick with us
for four years.
Now, at the end of my senior
year here at Hope, far from
meticulously choosing outfits,
it’s a good day if I manage to
Lauren Madison wear anything but one of my
StaffColumnist best friend’s dad’s old sweaters.
(Weird? Probably. Comfortable?
Always.) I still share a bunk
bed with that same roommate
“Love the place that
I met on move-in day, and our
welcomed you. ”
brief displays of propriety in
those first few weeks together
That’s the last line of have long since been laughed at.
“Tonight,” a poem by Rowan The only pictures on my walls
Ricardo Phillips, one of the now are postcards and notes I
writers recently brought to manage to stick up haphazardly
campus by the Jack Ridl Visiting with Scotch tape every now
Writers Series. The poem and then. And that I.D. photo?
describes Harlem Hospital, the It doesn’t look much like me
place the poet 'was born, the anymore.
I’ve sunk into my .time at
place that welcomed him to
Earth.
Hope and allowed this place to
I came to Hope College in mold me. I hardly feel like the
August of 2010.1stillremember same person Iwas four years ago,
move-in
day:
the
outfit an experience I know is nearly
meticulously chosen, the first universal to late-in-the-game
overly-polite interactions with college students. The changes
my roommate, the posters and I’ve seen in myself and those
pictures arranged on my wall closest to me have come about as

a direct result ofour experiences
here— a direct result of finding
places on this campus that have
welcomed us, and loving those
places in return.
For me, itwas my first dorm,
Scott Hall, a place that opened
me up, that taught me to listen.
Then there was the group of
friends I met there, friends
that became my greatest joys,
my ground to stand on and
my balance in moving through
the years that would come.
There was the W o m e n ’s and
Gender Studies Department,
a community of people who
inspired me and gave me the
strength to speak. I am grateful
for these people, these places. I
have sunk my roots into them.
These places will be hard to
leave behind.
You may have places that
welcomed
you,
too— the
college newspaper, your Greek
organization, your academic
department, the chapel program
or your own incredible group
of friends. Love these people,
these places, as hard as you can
in whatever time you have left
here, be it three weeks or three

Miscellaneous musings

Tara Snyder
Columnist
It is a truth universally
acknowledged that I love
quoting other people. Or
paraphrasing them, or simply
referencing them in everyday
conversations. The words of
Jane Austen are written on my
whiteboard, musings by Dr.
King keep my place in the books
I read, and even as I write this
column, a sticky note featuring
other people’swords isdisplayed
prominently on my desktop.
Iknow that I am not the only
one who collects quotes. W h o
hasn’t at one time or another
gotten strength from someone
else’s words? H o w many of us at
one time or another have quoted
Hebrews 6:19 in our Twitter

________ A n c h o r .
Claire Call
James Rogers
A m a n d a Long
Claire J ohnson
Jake B u i k e m a

Editor-In-Chief
Editor-in-Chief
Production M anager
Campus N ews Co-Editor
Campus N ews Co-Editor

inspiration from within. Yes,
there are times when we need
others to bring us up and boost
our confidence, but there are
also times when we can do the
same to others. W e allhave been
gifted with language, so let us all
start using itto provide our own
mantras and live by our own
words.
After all, who knows you
better than yourself? Only you
are completely in tune with your
mind and heart, and so you are
the best candidate for providing
inspiration. So, my fellow
wordsmiths, I close this column
with a challenge: Make your
own inspirational quotes. Find
ways to search within yourself
and find the words that will
push you to do something great.
Have your own words written
on your whiteboard. Learn how
your own words can-inspire your
greatness.
Tara isa bibliophile and selfproclaimed philosopher. She can
often be found decorating mugs
with Jane Austen quotes.

—

Alex Belica
A n d r e w Gomez-Seoane
Jimmy Champane
Brady Van Malsen
LindsayTimmerman

will be a perfect time to stop
censoring our students. Having
campus-supported
LGBTQ
advocacy
and/or
support
groups, displaying controversial
pieces of art and truly
committing ourselves to honest
and comprehensive dialogue
about race, religion and human
sexuality will challenge our
community, regardless of when
these things happens. But to
honor our school’s commitment
to intellectual freedom and to
affirming “the dignity of every
person as a creature made in
the image of God” (to quote
the Hope College Position
Statement on Human Sexuality),
we must do these things, and we
must do them soon.
I love Hope College for the
place itis:a place that welcomed
me. I love it, too, for the place
I know it can be: a place that
welcomes everyone.
Lauren wants to thank you
for listening to her get on her
high horse one last time. After
graduation, she wants to take a
long walk in the woods and then
write some cool things.

Editor’sphotooftheweek

Eating your words, not s o m e o n e else’s
bios or Facebook statuses, or
have lines of poetry or Bible
verses tattooed on our bodies
as permanent reminders of the
mantras we let guide or lives?
I love finding a good quote.
I am always impressed when
someone can sum up a situation
or feeling with a few wellchosen words. Whenever I
find something that someone
else has written that can so
completely describe my life,or at
least my current situation, I feel
a connection with that person.
This is the power of wellspoken
people— they
can
connect
with
complete
strangers. They affirm others’
feelings and can spur their
readers and listeners into action
with a simple sentence. There is
beauty in that, but why do we
need the words of other people
to give us strength? W h y is it a
natural inclination to take the
advice of virtual strangers and
let them guide our lives?
I think it is time to start
living by our own words; to
start finding affirmation and

years.
But
it’s important
to
remember, too, that there are
people at Hope who don’t
find places where they are
welcomed. W e still have work
to do in creating safe spaces
for minorities, in making this a
place that does not marginalize.
M y hope for this school that
I’ve come to love is simple: that
it be fearless in chasing a vision
of Hope College that Christ
could have gotten behind, one
that listens to and supports all
its students, that commits itself
to doing the right thing— even
at the risk of ridicule, or losing
donor money.
Hope, do not wait for the time
to be right. In his “Letter from
Birmingham Jail," Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.wrote that he had
“yet to engage in a direct action
campaign that was ‘well timed’
in the view of those who [had]
not suffered unduly from the
disease of segregation.”
I don’t believe there will
come a perfect time to do away
with a sexuality policy that
leaves L G B T Q students lost and
unsupported. I don’t think there

P hoto by E m m a Fondell

0

FLORES AZULES— This photo w a s taken by E m m a F o n d 
ell on M o t h e r ’s D a y 2013. E m m a , her moth e r a n d t w o little
d a c h s h u n d s strolled alonga parkin their neighborhood on a
sunnyspringday. Flowers w e r e beginnlngtosproutfromthe
d e w y ground. E m m a found pretty blue-purple wild flowers
(as pictured above) a n d could not help but to pick t h e m
a n d photograph them. N o w w h e n she sees wildflowers
during the spring, she recalls this m o m e n t a n d the day
she spent with her mother.

2014 Spring Semester Staff ---

W orld N ews Co-Editor
W orld N ews Co-Editor
Arts Co-Editor
Arts Co-Editor
Features Editor

E m m a Fondell
Caitlin Rivera
Kyle Bernaciak
Liz Martin
Rosie Jahng

Voices Editor
Sports Editor
Asst.Sports Editor
Photography Editor
StaffAdvisor

Kara Robart
Dorothy Mitchell
Melissa M c L a u g h l i n
Tara Snyder
Alex Belica

Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Business/Ads M anager
W ebmaster

Letters from Nana and ©ramps
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H o m e is wherever V m with you

Hypocrisy at Bratideis
University

Claire Call
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Well, Anchor readers, this is
my last column to you. In just
about two weeks I, along with
the rest of the senior class, will
be packing up everything I own,
walking across a stage to be
handed that piece of paper I’ve
worked so hard to earn, and
moving away from this place
that has become m y home.
Yes, in this strange time warp
that was somehow supposed to
feellike four years, I have gained
a new home— a new home and a
new family. A family I met in the
Scott Hall bathroom on move-in
day my freshman year. A family
I made in the seemingly infinite
number of dance classes I took
every week. A family I found
purely through convenience,
living in the same hallway, then
the same building, finally the
same house.
W e ’ve spent countless hours
together over these four years,
made
countless memories.
W e ’ve shared each other’s highs
and lows; we’ve never had to
be alone..And yes, sometimes
we maybe -got. a little sick of
each other, during those long
stretches of time between
Christmas and winter break,
all cooped up to stay out of
the cold. But we never stopped
loving each other.
“Are you all a family?” W e
were once asked by a littleboy in
Panera Bread, who had turned

A n d r e w Gomez-Seoane
World Co-Editor
»

Itsseems that spring has once
' again come to the campuses
, of America’s colleges and
universities. That means among
| other things that graduations
, will soon be taking place, and
P hoto by Tara S nyder
» as iswith tradition, there will be
MAKIN M E M O R I E S — A winter day of her junior year at ' among a few individualswho will
Hope, Claire a n d her r o o m m a t e s spent an evening ice skat , have the great honor to receive
ing In Grand Rapids and generally living the cosmopolitan life ►honorary degrees. This was the
style of the (bigger) city.
’ case at Brandeis University, a
, medium-sized institution on the
around, looking surprised when make our own. It could be in a * outskirts of Boston. It had given
all six or so of us had walked in tiny Chicago apartment. Itcould the honor to four individuals this
together, without an obvious be on a friend's couch. Home ,year who were chosen to speak
mother or father figure.
could be in India, in Belize, in ► at the annual commencement
“Urn, yeah,”our friend Britton San Francisco. It could be in * celebration.
►
said. Because that’s exactly what Holland or in Royal Oak, where , One of these speakers was
we were. A family.
I’m from. Or neither; itcould be > Ayaan Hirsi' Ali, a Somali-born
Those times when thinking anywhere else.
’ critic who has advocated for
about graduation makes me
Home could be an hour , the rights of women in Muslim
sad and nostalgic— those times spent in a coffee shop, or at • nations. Her experiences as
when I want to cling to my little my favorite place for tea, just ’ a woman born into a Muslim
house on 11th Street, sobbing catching up with one of these ,nation and forced to undergo
and shouting “you can’t make friends. Or maybe we’re not -female circumcision as well
me go!”— I think about how catching up, maybe we go there 1as being married away at a
I’m no longer going to have a together every day. Maybe we ,young age to a man she did not
place that’s mine. How, in less still live together, or maybe we •love forced her to move to the
than a few weeks, I’ll be sort live halfway across the world ’Netherlands. There she served
of homeless, not belonging from each other. No matter ,as a member of the Dutch
anywhere.
what we’re doing or where we parliament before leaving to
But that’s not really true. I’ll are, there will always be a little the United States where she
never be homeless. I'll never be home with each of them. A little has written several novels on
homeless as long as I have this home for me.
the subject -of women’s roles in
family, because home will be
It doesn’t have to be Islamic societies.
wherever they are. Wherever we permanent. It just has to be
The controversy over her
are together.
mine, for however long itlasts.
announcement to receive an
Home could be in a run
honorary degree during the May
down house in Detroit that we
Claire would like to say thank graduation ceremony began
you to anyone and everyone who with faculty members and some
has read her column, or really Muslim students protesting her
any part ofThe Anchor thisyear. appearance at the university.
She has been honored to edit this Many were concerned that her
paper allyear, and she wouldn’t criticism of Muslim practices
trade those late nights in The regarding women would be
Anchor officefor anything in the ■ inappropriate with the values
world.
set forth by the university.

Other organizations such as the
Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR) and other
outside groups immediately
pressured the administration to
renounce their invitation to Ali.
What has followed have been
praises from those who sought
to silence the opposition and
condemnation from the other
side that see this as political
correctness run amuck.
The truth behind this
decision is that in order to avoid
any criticism at Islam and a fear
of upsetting the Islamic lobby in
the U.S., administrators decided
to cave in,to appear to be taking
the higher moral ground.
Sadly this type ofhypocritical
“cherry picking" of issues that
are considered appropriate is
nothing new in academia. The
irony in all of this is that while
many should be sympathetic
to those Muslim students who
may not agree with criticisms
brought against their religion
with respect to female rights, it
is still important to allow free
discussion of these issues to
occur.
The mere fact that Brandeis
has allowed other speakers
with far more radical views
concerning Christianity and
the Jewish faith to partake in
its commencement ceremonies
further underestimates the
institution’s responsibility to
academic freedom. Allowing
such figures as Harry Belafonte,
a committed communist and
Desmond Tutu to proclaim his
anti-Semitic beliefs pales in
comparison to injustices that
Ali points out against Muslim
women. The right thing would
be to allow Ayaan Hirsi Ali to
speak at the commencement
and start a debate.
There is still time for the
administration at Brandeis
University
to
redeem
themselves, but itisunlikely that
they will overcome their fear of
political correctness when it
comes to Islam.

Editor’schoice

Quotes of illumination
66
P hoto C ourtesy of C laire C all

THEY W E R E S U N B U R N T AFTER THIS- A n afternoon
on a still-warm fall day of her s o p h o m o r e year, Claire and the
group that all m e t in Scott Hall spent a sunny day on the beach.

Facing your fears
is the only w a y you
can understand your
true power.

— K ris C ar r

Forget not the Earth
delights to feel your
bare feet and the
winds long to play
with your hair.

59

O u r Mission: The Anchor strives to c o mm u n i ca t e c a m p u s events throughout
H o p e College a n d the Holland community. W e h o pe to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism an d a vibrant Voices sec
tion.

serves the right to edit d u e to s p ac e constraints, personal at
tacks or. other editorial: considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will b e taken. N o a n o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort a n d is funded through
the H o p e College Student Activities Fund. T h e opinions expressed o n the
Voices p a g e are solely those of the author a n d d o not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $40. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o H o p e College, drop t h e m off at the A n 
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
a n ch o r @ ho p e . e du by M o n d a y at 5 p.m. to appear in W e dn e s d ay ' s issue.
Advertising Policies: AIL advertising is subject to the rates, conditions,'stan
dards, terms a n d policies stated in The Anchor's advertisement brochure.

Letter Guidelines: The Anchor w e l c o m e s all letters. T h e staff re

The Anchor will m a k e continuous efforts'to avoid w r on g insertions, omissions

Let yourself be
silently drawn to the
pull of what you re
ally love. It will not
lead you astray.
— R umi

— K halil G ibran

95

95
a n d typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this news p a p er
m a y cancel its charges for the portion of the a d if, in the publisher’s reason
able judgment, the ad has b e e n rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All a d a n d classified requests m u s t b e submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to W e d n e s d a y distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an a d or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Ad s Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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A n c h o r

Vibe to this spring playlist Comic Comer: The Anchor welcomes back
lyier Brinks

G uest W riter

AH, spring! The sun’s rays
haven’tmissed a beat in reviving
the campus— the Pine Grove’s
euphoric groupies just breathe
vitality.
Rejuvenated after a brutal
winter, Hope College looks good
as new. Now, my freshman year
has been a blur; I can’t believe
that it’s almost over. Along the
way, I’ve had more fun than I
could’ve asked for and met some
dang sweet people.
Music
complemented
m y experiences all year, so I
repay the happy medium with
recommendations
of some
sweet tunes.
Listen to the good words of
these tracks and a few thoughts
from Yours Truly:

As a tribute to my father,
Kevin
Brinks, groove
to
“Margaritaville” all summer
long! Jimmy istimeless.
Finally, head “Back Home”
and have a blast for a few
months with your family. See ya
in August!

Jessica Gaines (’17) and her artistic skills

Tyler and Goldie, his bike,
encourage everyone to find a
path, ride with ease and soak in
the sun’
s rays— just remember to
wear sunscreen.

SPRING 2014 PLAYLIST

“When W e First Met" ~
Hellogoodbye
“Crazy Beautiful” ~ Andy
Grammer
“Closer To Love" ~ Mat Kearney
“This Is an Adventure” ~ The
Lighthouse And The Whaler
At Hope, you’re always “Someday” ~ The Strokes
“Closer To Love.”
“Campus" ~ Vampire Weekend
“This Is an Adventure.” “Always” ~ Panama
Accept it, Hope College, life is “Book Club” ~ Arkells
wild and crazy. Live while you’re “Girls Chase Boys” ~ Ingrid
young.
Michaelson
“Campus” is a great place. “What She Wants” ~ Mat
Utilize allthat ithas to offer.
Kearney
In Mat Kearney’s words, not “Summer Candy” ~ Ben Rector
mine: “She don’t know what she “Take Back the Night” ~ Justin
wants.” Still,I concur.
Timberlake
“Take Back the [K]Night.” “Rock with You” ~ Michael
Jackson
Forget Calvin.
Note: In “Sunny D ” by LCS, “Sunny D ” ~ Lights Camera Stop
the phrase “Sunny D on my D ” “Margaritaville” ~ Jimmy Buffett
means Sunny D on my DESK.
“Back Home” ~ Andy Grammer

H o p e student in her natural habitat: T h e Pine Grove.

H o p e student removed from her natural habitat.
C omic by Jessica G aines

P hoto by G r a h a m H oppstock

SUNSET SENSATION— G r a h a m Hoppstock (’17) is an avid sunset photographer. Fun Fact: Gra
h a m has posted nearly a dozen sunset “Instas” in the last two mont h s (@instagrahamhoppstock).

Apply to b e o n T h e A n c h o r staff
Paid positions available for 2 0 1 4 - 1 5 year

We want Y O U to join our paid staff for the 2014-15
school year! Available positions include:

Pic 1: Tyler’s frlends-Sam, Emily, Lauren and Kata-klndly pose as they celebrate last Friday’s beautiful weather.
Connor Brady wobbled his w a y Into this picture, too. Nice bal
anc e in the background, Connor!
Pic 2: Lowered beneath a friend’s h a m m o c k , Tyler m a d e the
m o s t of his view. Also, to all the friends w h o distract him from
fulfilling his h o m e w o r k duties in the Pine Grove, Tyler appreci
ates your joyful presence a n d successful persistence for fun.

Campus Co-Editor
Arts Co-Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Copy Editor
Production Manager
Ifyou have any questions about the positions or are in
terested in applying, please send a resume and a writ
ing sample to anchor@hope.edu by April 23, 2014.

Fourth
annual
HOPEYs
winners
A Celebration of Hope College Athletics and Senior Student-Athletes

T his W
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In Sports

Wednesday

April 16

W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Adrian at 6 p.m.

Friday

April 18

Baseball
vs. Albion at 2 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Saturday

April 19

W o m e n ’s Tennis
vs. Calvin at 1 p.m.

M e n ’s Tennis
vs. Adrian at 1 p.m.

Softball
vs. Albion at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.

Monday

April 2 1

Softball
vs. Cornerstone at 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.

In B rief

MEN'S TRACK WINS M I M
JAMBOREE

Exceptional T e a m Performance

Outstanding T e a m

Volleyball vs. Calvin - In the second meeting of the reg
ular season, No. 2 nationally ranked H o p e defeated No.
1 nationally ranked Calvin at h o m e in five sets.

Women's Basketball - The Flying Dutch w o n the M I A A
conference championship title and the M I A A conference
tournament and posted a perfect 25-0 regular season.
The Flying Dut ch also competed in the first and second
rounds of the N C A A Division III national tournament
and finished the season ranked 11th in the final poll of
the W o m e n s Basketball Coaches Association.

Female Student-Athlete of the Year
Megan Kelley ('14), Womens Basketball- Kelley was
n a m e d M I A A Defensive Player of the Year and earned
A l l - M I A A First T e a m honors. Majoring in education,
she also earned Capital O n e A c a de m ic All-American
honors. Kelley serves the H o p e c o m m u n i t y through in
volvement with the Miracle League and Special O l y m 
pics Michigan.

Female Athlete of the Year
Jenna Grasmeyer ('15), Volleyball- Grasmeyer helped
lead the Flying D ut ch to a 32-3 record, an M I A A c h a m 
pionship and an apperance in the N C A A Division III na
tional tournament. For the third consecutive year in a
row, she earned A l l - M I A A First T e a m honors and was
also n a m e d to the Great Lakes All-Region team. She was
the first H o p e College volleyball player to receive AllAmerican First T e a m honors. In 2013, Grasmeyer was
ranked 17th in the nation in points per set at 4.77 and
25th in kills per set at 4.01._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

W o m e n ’s N e w c o m e r of the Year
Molly Meyer (’17), Women's Swimming & Diving - A s a
freshman, M e y e r served as an integral part of four relays
at the M I A A championship meet. Three of those relays
w o n the event and two of t h e m set school records. She
was the 100-yard butterfly c h a mp i on and earned AllM I A A First T e a m honors.

Male Student-Athlete of the Year
Michael Atwell ('14), Football- Atwell helped lead the
team to a 7-3 season and a second-place finish in the
M I A A . H e finished the season with 2,582 passing yards
and 20 touchdowns. Atwell received A l l - M I A A Second
T e a m honors and was chosen as the recipient of the
Morley Fraser Award. H e threw for 6,904 yards in his
career, ranking third on H o p e s all-time list._________

Male Athlete of the Year
Jason Muller (’14), Men's Soccer and M e n ’
s TennisMuller is a two-sport athlete and helped lead the Flying
D u t c h m e n to M I A A championships in both soccer and
tennis. H e scored 16 goals in 2013 and w a s n a m e d to the
A l l - M I A A First Team. H e received the Mar vi n Z u i de m a
A w a r d for most contributions to team play, leadership
qualities, demonstration of ethical virtues and excel
lence in athletics and academics. Muller earned All-MIA A Second T e a m honors in tennis.

M e n ’s N e w c o m e r of the Year
Boone Marois (’16), M e n ’
s Track & Field - A s a fresh
man, Marois w o n the 100-meter and the 200-meter
dashes and anchored the winning 4xl00-meter relay at
the 2013 M I A A championships._______

Breakthrough Athlete

Role Player of the Year

Vince Boddy (’14), Football- A s a senior, B o d d y received
A l l - M I A A First T e a m honors as a wide receiver and
kick-return specialist. H e finished the season leading
the M I A A with 876. yards o n 37 receptions, averaging
23.7 yards per catch.

Corey M c M a h o n (’15), M e n ’
s Basketball- M c M a h o n was
a spark plug off the bench for the Flying D u t c h m e n this
season. W h e n he entered the game, he gave the team
an offensive spark and provided great shooting from the
outside.

C o m e b a c k Player of the Year

Exceptional Individual Performance

Courtney Earles (’14), Volleyball- After tearing her A C L
in the beginning of the 2012 season, Earles returned for a
fifth season and helped lead the Flying D u t c h to an M I A A
championship with a 32-3 record. She earned A l l - M I A A
First T e a m honors, Great Lakes All-Regional honors and
was n a m e d to the Second T e a m All-America.

Sheri McCormack (’14), W o m e n ’
s Cross Country- M c 
C o r m a c k earned All-American honors at the N C A A na
tional cross country championships while she w a s sick
and helped lead the t ea m to a ninth-place finish. M c C o r 
m a c k is Hope's first cross country All-American since
1999.

The men’strack and fieldteam
prevailed over every conference
team on Saturday, April 12 by
finishing first at the M I A A Jam
boree hosted by Alma College.
The Flying Dutchmen ended
the day with 838.5 total points
to finish ahead of runner-up
Calvin College (820 points) and
Albion College (736.5 points).
James Rogers (14) led the
Dutchmen by winning the 1,500
meters with a time of 3:56.91.
The rest of the squad followed
his valiant example. Tim Simon
(15) took first in the 800-meter
run with a time of 1:56.96. He led
a 1-2-3 Hope finish that also in
cluded Cameron Jones (17) and
Noah Litwiller (16). In the triple
jump, David Dolhn (14) posted
the day's top performance with
a jump of 42 feet, 3/4 inches.
Even though the meet did
not count toward the con
ference standings, it was a
good indication of what the
Dutchmen will expect in
the M I A A
Championship.

MIAA
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Softball
Autumn Anderson (16)
Outfield

MEN'S GOLF EYES NCAA
TOURNAMENT
Ben Lewis (15) led the Fly
ing Dutchmen golf team with
a three-over 75 at the M I A A
N C A A Division III tournament
qualifier on Saturday, April
12. Lewis posted the secondlowest round of the four-team
tournament
at Watermark
Golf Course in Grand Rapids.
Hope shot a team score of305
strokes to obtain an eight-shot
lead over second-place Trine
University. The winner of the
54-hole tournament receives the
leagues automatic berth to the
N C A A tournament. Hope has
an advantage because it hosts
the final two 18-hole rounds
next weekend at Wuskowhan
Players Club, a place where they
are prepared to finish strong.

W o m e n ’s tennis s w e e p s Trine 9-0
Nicole Metzler

Staff W riter

Hope’s womens tennis team
overcame Trine last Saturday.
The Flying Dutch won all nine
of their matches against their
competitors, improving their
record.to 10-5 overall and 3-1 in
M I A A play.
"It was a good win for
us because they are in our
conference and we performed
well at every flight, up and down
the lineup,” Nancy Benda (’17)
said. "It was good to get a 9-0
victory boosting our confidence

No. 1 doubles team. Carli
for the rest of the season.”
The win came after a loss Capestany (T5) and Benda
two days prior to Grand Valley fought hard to win their match
State. Hope only took home two 8-4 against Trine's Jessica
points from that match. Anna Huhnke and Lauren Schlueter.
Garcia (T6) defeated Grand Capestany and Benda later
Valleys Kelly Trapp 6-4, 6-1. secured another point each in
Claire Cooper (T6) had a much their respective singles matches.
longer fight in her win against Benda delivered a second loss
Kali Phillips. After taking the to Huhnke 6-1, 6-1, while
first set 6-3, Cooper began to Capestany finished 6-1, 6-4 over
struggle and lost the second set Erin Kwaske.
Hope’s No. 2 doubles team
4-6. She had to battle hard in the
third set to eventually win it 10- of Cooper and Garcia took on
5.
Trine’sAlexis Mack and Kwaske.
The first win on Saturday Trine was not able to take a
against Trine came from Hope’s game offof Hope as Cooper and
Garcia claimed the victory at

8- 0.

P hoto by L iz M artin

DIVING FOR VICTORY— Stephanie Hu f f m a n (’14) takes a
leap toward the ball on Saturday during a m a t c h against Trine.
The Flying Dutch are n o w 10-5 overall.

The third and final doubles
.match saw Paige Courts (’17)
and Stephanie Huffman (’14)
defeat their opponents 8-0.
Kaitlin Black and Marissa
German suffered the same fate
as their teammates before them
and were not able to make it on
the scoreboard.
Mallory Smith (’14) scored
the sixth point for Hope in
the No. 3 singles spot. She
overthrew Schlueter 6-3, 6-3,
marking Schlueter’s second loss
of the night.
Kate Mader (17), the No. 4
singles player for Hope, handed
Mack a defeat of 6-3, 6-1.
In No. 5 singles, Marie
Holaway (16) took the first
set off of Black 6-1. Holaway
struggled to gain traction in the

P hoto by L iz M artin

T E A M W O R K — The Flying Dutch s w e p t Olivet over the w e e k 
end, winning all nine matches. H o p e Is n o w 3-1 In conference
play a n d will play St. M a r y ’s on Thursday, April 17.
second set,however, and fell0-6.
To decide the match, the two
went into a third and final set.
Holaway convincingly won 6-1.
In the finalmatch ofthe night,
Emily Hall (17) came out on top
over Trine’s Allison Marley. Hall
gave Hope a strong finish as she
took down her opponent 6-3,

6- 1.
"Our ultimate goal is to
make it to the elite eight round
of nationals being held in

California,” Benda said. “It is
a tough challenge and we will
need to beat some of the top
teams in the region, but we all
have been working hard in order
to put us in a position to win.”
The Dutch will look to use
their momentum in their next
matchup away at St. Mary’s on
Thursday, April 17. Hope will
later gear up to face their rival
Calvin on Saturday, April 19 at 1
p.m. at home.

M e n ’s lacrosse falls to Olivet 18-13
Caltlln Rivera

Sports Editor *

On Saturday, the Flying
Dutchmen fell to Olivet 18-13
at home, making their overall
record 4-6 and their conference
record 1-2.
Jacob Kamstra (’14) fired a
goal into the back of the net in
the first quarter to give the lead
to the Flying Dutchmen. Within
minutes, Olivet came back with
a goal, tying the score at 1-1.
Hope commanded the rest of
the first quarter with two more
goals from Gunnar Elder (’17).
Olivet opened the second
quarter with a quick goal tying
the game at 3-3. Dakota Badder
of Olivet scored again, making
the score 4-3. Nicklas Raycraft
(’15) came back for Hope to tie

the score one last time at 4-4. By
the end of the half, Olivet had
pulled ahead 7-5.
“There were changes made
at half,” Elder said. “As a team
we needed to be a little smarter
with the ball and not give them
so many opportunities to score
in transition.
“Their goalie was pretty solid,
so on offense we needed to make
sure that we got the right shot
and placed that shot correctly to
score."
With eight minutes left in the
third quarter, Hope had closed
the gap by one point with a goal
from Peter Stuckey (15), assisted
by Niko Pagkanlungan (14).
Unfortunately, the Dutchmen
slowly let the score slip away. By
the end of the third quarter, it
was 13-9 in favor of Olivet.

With six minutes left to
play, Hope trailed 16-11. Sean
Murphy (14) shot one past the
Olivet goalie. Within a minute,
Caleb Digison (14) came
through for the Dutchmen with
a goal from Pagkanlungan. With
five minutes left in the game,
Hope was trailing by three.
The Flying Dutchmen fought
a hard battle but couldn’t pull
through. Hope let in two more
goals in the last minute of the
game and couldn't recover. Final
score: 18-13 Olivet.

Digison led the team in goals
with four of his own, followed
by Kamstra and Elder with two
apiece. Zach Weber (17), Parker
Osterink (16), Raycraft, Stuckey
and Murphy each contributed a
goal.
Hope fired at the Olivet
goalie 39 times, but it wasn’t
a matchup considering the
Comets shooting 53 right back.
Hope goalie Connor Miedema
(17) saved 13 shots on net.
Hope is on a three-game
losing streak and will try to

break it on Saturday, April 19 at
Albion at 1 p.m.
“W e still have a lot to work
on heading into this Saturday’s
game," said Elder. “W e just need
to keep working together as a
team on offense and defense.
“W e need to trust the other
guys around us to do their jobs
and everything will fall into
place. Most importantly, we have
to believe in each other and our
abilities. W e are a good team,
and we just need to put a full 60
minutes of lacrosse together.”
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STICK ATTACK— William Winter (’16) drives toward an Olivet defender In H o p e ’s g a m e
against the C o m e t s on Saturday. T h e Flying D u t c h m e n are n o w 4-6 overall a n d 1-2 In the M I A A
after the 18-13 loss against Olivet.

